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INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter regards the first stage of the four-stage process. Since in a systems perspective 

everything is connected to everything, everyone has at least a potential reason to be at the table. 

While the system perspective is valuable, direct democracy is impractical. At this point, Stroh 

conveniently writes that issues of public advocacy (for policy positions) and political lobbying 

are beyond the scope of his book. Well, this course must be about practice (not theory alone). We 

have a system of REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY because direct democracy cannot beyond 

a small tribe or, "Fred's barn." You can and should read what Stroh wrote about stage one -- 

building a foundation for change. It may be relevant in the context of an organization, or a small 

network of organizations in a small city. But the proper study of public policy must expand far 

beyond those small domains. We cannot let Stroh wave his hands and say, "presto" and conclude 

that systems thinking alone can guide a nation or save the community of nations on earth from 

the likely perils that await us. 

 

Let me write something here that I believe I must write. If you have a religious faith that is your 

choice and in many nations your right. In my opinion, public policies should be grounded in 

reason; not in faith. If you believe that your Deity will save you from a flood, fine. But if others 

choose to build boats, don't tell us not to prepare by building boats. Humans evolved beyond 

natural systems long ago. We have forebrains that other species do not have. If we knew a large 

asteroid was going to hit the earth soon, I don't think we would argue about whether we caused it 

or not.  I think we would do whatever we could to save ourselves. 

 

Briefly, large democratic governments use a system called pluralism and a system of 

representation in political bodies. Pluralism means that citizens join groups (and sometimes pay 

dues) and the groups promote particular ideas and values in public and in elected assemblies. 

There are ways that individual citizens can become advocates for the issues they feel strongly 

about. We can speak and write. In some instances citizens engage in acts of civil disobedience.  

 

Political decision making is not so much about reason as it is about power. Lobbyists are people 

paid by others to try to get elected politicians to make certain policy decisions. Departments of 

the national/federal government can create policies through regulations. See the Administrative 

Procedures Act of 1943. Judges and justices make decisions in specific cases that have the wide 

powers of policies. Public policies are everywhere. The policy cycle begins when many people 

think there should be a change in policy. They may advocate for it in public. If it gets on a 

political agenda, a law or regulation or major court decision may be made. A policy affects many 

people as long as it is in effect. If enough people get upset, the policy cycle can begin again. The 

system is adaptive. Pluralism allows people with power and money to usually get what they 

want. As several have said, the arc of history is long and bends toward justice.  

 

 

The theory of systems thinking itself is probably grounded in some kind of faith, itself dressed in 

the robes of science. 



 

READING ASSIGNMENT 

 

If you have the textbooks, please read the first chapter of each textbook. If not, please get the 

textbooks by next week. 

 

Social Problems: Continuity and Change - Chapter  

Systems Thinking for Social Change - Chapter 6 

 

MEDIA LINKS 

 

rabbits and wolves simulation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IyhI0tLwDqY 

 

Direct democracy (Wikipedia.org) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_democracy 

 

Representative democracy (Wikipedia.org) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representative_democracy 

 

Pluralism (Wikipedia.org) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pluralism_(political_theory) 

 

ASSIGNMENTS 

 

Please read the textbook assignments above, and the media links above. 

Please refer to the SCHEDULE document for this course; and to the SYLLABUS for 

assignments. Assignments are due in GaVIEW by Sunday ending this week. 

 

 


